
 HERALAX FLEX

HERALAX FLEX is a water-based dispersion of a special elastomer, based on modified styrene-butadiene 
rubber, designed for use in cementitious systems where good chemical and mechanical stability and a low 
tendency to saponification are important. It significantly increases the workability of cement-based mortars 
and mixtures, and increases mechanical strength. Characterized by a high elasticity, adhesive, waterproof 
power to be used on internal and external supports, in total or partial replacement of water, for cementitious 
mixtures and cementitious adhesives, making them suitable for demanding applications. Also excellent for the 
packaging of "gripping bridges" to carry out concrete casting and anchored screeds and to formulate adhesive 
cement slurries designed to improve adhesion on smooth concrete surfaces.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

 

Elasticizing and adhesive latex for cementitious mortars based on synthetic polymers
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Valore limite UE di cov (Direttiva 2004/42/CE) per questi prodotti (categoria A/h, tipo BA): 50g/L 
(2007); 30g7L (2010). Questo prodotto contiene al massimo 30g/L di COV.

Nella preparazione di impasti, miscelare preventivamente con l’acqua ed in seguito dosare gli 
altri componenti in polvere, rispettando le quantità indicate. -Temperatura applicazione tra 
+5°C e +30°C -Non applicare su supporti umidi, assolati, caldi o gelidi. - Non utilizzare su 
sottofondi magnesiaci. - Non utilizzare il prodotto puro come additivo per eseguire riprese di getto, 
ma miscelarlo sempre con acqua e cemento. - Quando viene utilizzato come ponte di adesione, 
dopo la sua applicazione si dovrà lavorare “fresco su fresco. - Non utilizzare in caso di risalita di 
umidità.
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Scheda dei dati di sicurezza 
disponibile su richiesta.

HERALAX FLEX
Lattice elasticizzante ed adesivizzante per malte cementizie a 
base di polimeri sintetici
Dispersione a base acqua di uno speciale elastomero, a base di gomma stirene-butadiene modificato, progettato per l’uso in sistemi cementizi dove sono 
importanti una buona stabilità chimica e meccanica e una bassa tendenza alla saponificazione. Aumenta la lavorabilità di malte ed impasti a base cementi-
zia in modo significativo, ed incrementa le resistenze meccaniche. Caratterizzato da un elevato potere elasticizzante, adesivo, impermeabile da utilizzare su 
supporti interni ed esterni, in sostituzione totale o parziale dell’acqua, per l’impasti cementizi e di adesivi cementizi, rendendoli idonei per applicazioni 
impegnative. Ottimo anche per il confezionamento di “ponti di presa” per eseguire riprese di getto di calcestruzzo e massetti ancorati e per formulare 
boiacche cementizie adesive atte a migliorare l’adesione su superfici in calcestruzzo liscio.

AGITARE BENE PRIMA DELL’USO

SOLO PER USO PROFESSIONALE

INTERVENTO HERALAX FLEX ACQUA PRODOTTO IN POLVERE
Boiacca di ripresa 1 parte 1 parte 2 parti

Rasatura dei supporti 1 parte 2-3 parti 1 sacco
Primer aggrappante 1 parte 3 parti -

Primer isolante 1 parte 4-8 parti -
Massetto a basso spessore 1 parte 3 parti 1 sacco

Intonaci 1 parte 4-5 parti 1 sacco

Per ulteriori informazioni consultare la scheda tecnica
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EUH 208: Contiene Miscela di: 
5-cloro-2-metil-2Hisotiazol- 3-one [EC no. 
247-500-7] e 2-metil-2Hisotiazol- 3-one [EC no. 
220-239-6] (3:1). Può provocare una reazione 
allergica.

FIELD OF APPLICATION
• Additive for adhesives and cementitious mortars in general, in order to improve their adhesion, flexibility, impermeability to water and final 
performance. Particularly suitable for laying large sizes, outdoor installations, ceramic coverings for swimming pools, coverings subject to strong 
mechanical or hygrothermal stress.
• Additive for cementitious mortars such as screeds, plasters, smoothing compounds, in order to improve the characteristics of adhesion and 
mechanical resistance.
• Additive for making adhesive slurries for anchoring new Portland cement-based screeds on old substrates.
• Additive for making adhesive slurries to carry out casting joints between fresh concrete on already hardened concrete.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBSTRATE
The substrates to be treated must be consistent and free from surface dust, form release greases and anything else that could affect good adhesion. 
Friable or already detached parts must be removed mechanically.

APPLICATION
Additive for cementitious adhesives:
Pour the right amount of liquid into a clean container and slowly add the powder, mixing with an electric drill equipped with a mixing propeller until 
a homogeneous lump-free mixture is obtained. Leave the mixture to rest for at least 5 minutes and mix again briefly for a few seconds. The mixture 
thus obtained is workable for about 6 hours.
If you do not need particular performance, but you want to improve the performance of the adhesive, before mixing with the powder, it is possible 
to add up to 50% of clean water to HERALAX FLEX.

Anchoring on smooth concrete surfaces:
Add three parts of water to one part of HERALAX FLEX and mix until everything is homogenized. Prepare a mixture of cement and fine sand in the ratio 
1:2 - 1:3. Then mix with the water and HERALAX FLEX mixture until the desired fluidity is obtained. Apply the prepared mortar to the concrete surfaces.

Anchoring slurries for construction joints and anchored screeds:
Add a part of HERALAX FLEX to a part of water. Mix some cement with this mixture until a liquid and homogeneous grout is obtained and spread 
the mixture on the surface to be treated. Both for the execution of anchored screeds and for construction joints, it is necessary, in order to have an 
optimal adhesion, to carry out the casting operations "fresh on fresh".

CLEANING
The tools used can be cleaned with water before the product hardens; subsequently cleaning will be very difficult.



ITEM OF SPECIFICATIONS
Laying floors and walls in ceramic and stone material, with highly deformable cementitious adhesive with improved performance, obtained by 
mixing cementitious adhesive with professional latex such as HERALAX FLEX by HERAKEM SRL.
Creation of a "gripping bridge" (coupling slurry) using a cementitious mortar modified with synthetic resins in aqueous dispersion to be made with 
professional latex such as HERALAX FLEX of HERAKEM SRL.

WARNINGS
 
Do not use on magnesian substrates.
When preparing mixes, previously mix HERALAX FLEX with 
water and then dose the other powder components, 
respecting the indicated quantities.
Apply the product at temperatures between + 5 ° C and + 35 ° 
C.
According to the use, respect the indicated dosages.

Do not use in case of rising damp.

Appearance liquid

Color white Customs heading 3906 9000

Viscosità 20-30 mPa s Storage

Ph 7-8

12 months in original dry packaging

Do not use the pure product as an additive for casting joints, 
but always mix it with water and cement.

When HERALAX FLEX is used as an adhesion bridge, after its 
application you will have to work "fresh on fresh": cast the 
mortar and cover it within 1 - 2 hours.
Do not use the product for applications not indicated on this 
technical data sheet.

Avoid storing the product contained in the tanks under the 
beating sun or in very hot environments.

Permitted application temperatures from +5°C to +35°C
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PRODUCT FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

All the data and indications given in this technical data sheet, although resulting from laboratory tests carried out and from our direct application experiences, due to the infinite number of 
variables linked to the construction site conditions, are to be considered, in any case, purely indicative. Therefore, before applying the product, the user is required to establish whether it is 
suitable for the use envisaged by him, in the specific hygrothermal and application conditions foreseen at the time of use and, in any case, he assumes all responsibility for it. We are not liable 
for damage to people or things deriving from improper use of the product. We reserve the right to modify the data contained therein as a result of improvements and technical progress.

Consumption Packaging 5 Lt tank
box of 12 bottles of 1 Ltaccording to use

TECHNICAL DATA *(at +22±1°C and 55±5% R.H.)


